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The Student Publications
Board will meet at 3:30 p.m.
today in room 104 of Marron
Hall.

Thursday. November 17. 1977

Only 11 Attend Meeting

Parking Problem
Interests Few'

By ROBERT R. LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
Only 11 persons including three
reporters, attended the open hearing on parking in .the Kiva Tuesday.
The hearing conducted by three
Campus Planning Committee
members was held to allow University students, faculty and staff to
express their views on· the committee's recommendations on
parking.
'
Walter Birge,- director of Parking
Services, Dr. John Carney, chairperson' of campus planning's parking subcommittee. and university
architect Van Dorn Hooker pre-

sented the Planning Committee's
recommendations on parking.
. Part of· the recommended plan
suggests charging visitors 50 cents a
day to park, and charging parking
fees to "tenant groups.''
Hooker outlined a proposal the
Planning Committee_ is investigating, and which is being successfully used at . the University of
North. Carolina at Charlotte, he
said.
The plan Hooker described consists of using shopping center and
church parking lots as meeting
places for commuters. The commuters drive to the lots, leave their

cars there arid ride a special bus to
campus.
Hooker said that 1,500 University of North Carolina commuters
use such a special bus service daily.
He suggested a similar bus service
could be arranged with the city to
serve students who are Northeast
Heights residents.
He said he is trying to arrange a
meeting with the city transportation
director to discuss the pr;oposal.
The consultants who conducted
the transportation study on which
the Planning Committee's recommendations are based offered three'
solutions to the parking problelJI.
The first alternative recommend. ed building parking structures on
the Central Campus and paving the
North Campus fre.e lots, at a cost of
$14,597,000. Both the consultants
and the committee· rejected this as
too expensive.
The third alternative suggested
using parking around the UNM
Arena, and serving the area with
shuttle busses
.,....
This would involve six shuttle
buses and would cost $2,440,000 to
implement the program. Both the
consultants and the committee
(contlniJed on pege 5)

LOBQ photo by D. M. Flynn

Louie Sanchez and Cippy Garcia from the City's Traffic
Engineering Division remove the parking meters from the south
side of Central. No Perking signs were plsced at interVals on Centra/Ave.
The move was made by the city to improve motorist visibility of
pedestrains crossing Central, according to a study made by the
Traffic Enginflflring Division.
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lot of our ·losses when Leonard
Nimoy speaks here in February,
"Tobias added.
Expenditures for the Momaday
lecture include: $1250 for
Momaday's fee, $674 for advertising and $30 for the rental of Woodward Halll. There is also an additional expenditure of about $250
which will cover Momaday's ttavel
expenses and the customary dinner
members of the Speakers Com.mittee have with visiting lecturers.
The exact amount of the travel
expenses and dinner won't be
known until next week when the
committee receives the bill.
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Hyde Am~ndme_nt Rebirt
'Bummer for the State'
tI

By DONALD SANDOVAL
LO~O Stasff Writer
The ASUNM Speakers Committee lost $1,748 for the N. Scott
Momaday lecture Tuesday night.
The committee grossed $452 in ·
ticket. sales but ~xpenditures ·were
approximately$2,200.
••we win on some and lose on
some," Damon Tobias, chair~
person of the committee said. "Our
goal is to balance out at the end of
the year."
"A straight lecturer such as
Momaday is not a good commercial
j(
commodity," he said. "We bring
these type of speakers because we
aren't purely acommercial'.'enture.
.1. t1 11 A~
We must also consider student and
Darm.on Tobiss, Sp8Bkers Comcommunity needs and tastes.

By BOB ('REBE
Last year, 931 New Mexico women had abortions under Title
XIX, Medicaid, and Title XX, the social service programs, for a total
cost of nearly $165,000, or $176 per abortion. The state's share was
$16,467 in matching funds. .
·
·
If the same number of women qualifying for welfare assistance
carry a child to term this year it could cost the state more than $1
million, said State Welfare Agency director Dermis Hazlett.
"Anyway you look at it the Hyde Amendment is as bummer for the
state. We pay for it now or we pay for it later," Hazlett said about the
resurrected amendment which forbids the use of federal monies to pay
for any abortion unless ''the life of the mother would be·endangered if
the fetus were· carried to term."
. Last AugUst, a federal court lifted a 10-month-old injunction which
had prohibited implementation of the so-called "Hyde Amendment."
The Health and Social Services Board voted that same month to
provide state funding for therapeutic abortions through Sept. 30,
1977. Since Oct. 1; the state has paid for abortions only in cases in
which the mother's life would have been endangered or in cases of
rape and incest. .
Hazlett said she expects women who had qualified for financial
assistance for abortions to turn to Medicaid to cover the cost of child
delivery, about $1200 per delivery.
. ..
'
Unmarried mothers will qualify for Aid.to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) at·an average cost of $111 per recipient each month.
·

•

.

(cont. on pege tO.)

"We expect to compensate on a

The ASUNM Senate provide
funds for half of the Speakers
mitte chairmsn, 'We win some, Committee budget. The other half
we lose some."
must come from profits.

In Whale Preservation Fight

Group Faces Stormy.Seas
By BILL ROBERTSON
LOBO Staff Writer

Editor's note: This is the first of two articles on the
campaign to save whales from extinction.
Green peace is corning
They're crazy as hell
To sail the big ocean
In a hollowed-out shel1
They'll probably get seasick
They'll probably go blind
They're probably on drugs
Or stoned out of their minds
This is the song of Greenpeace, a Vancouver-based
environmental organization dedicated to non-violent
protest of activities detrimental to the delicate balance
of world ecology. This loosely organized worldwide
federation has made life hell for the American and
French nuclear bomb testers, the Russian and
Japanese whalers, the Canadian and Norwegian
sealers, the multi-national oil companies, and a host of
other targets ranging from pesticide sprayers to zoos.

Tonight at 7, Green peace crewmember Campbell
Plowden -will give a free presentation on the movement's voyages to save the whales. Greenpeace vessels
have been involved in numerous direct confrontations
with Russian and Japanese whaling fleets in the
Pacific Ocean, Plowden said. In Room 250-C of the
New Mexico Union, Plowden will show slides depict. ing Greenpeace members sacrificing their own lives to
save the whales, he said.
Environmentalists have known for several years that
the worldwide whale population has been rapidly
declining, mainly due to the efforts of commercial
Russian and Japanese whaling firms, he said. Until
Greenpeace began its revolutionary oppositional
. tactics, the efforts of ecological groups have been
limited to boycotts of Russian and Japanese good and
campaigns aimed at educating the public, Plowden
said. The International Whaling Commission, established in the 40's as a regulatory agency, had consistently ignored the warnings of its self-appointed
scientific advisory committees about the dwindling
(cont. on page 5,)
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World News
~ Lillian Grounded?

..-l

DUBLIN, Ireland -

Irish labor

~ union officials said Wednesday
Q

they would comply with a request
the American Teamsters
Union to refuse to servi.ce a
chartered flight on which Lillian
Carter is scheduled to return home
on Friday.
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The Irish Transport and General
Workers union said it had been
asked by the Teamsters Union to
refuse to refuel, load or otherwise
service the Trans International
Airways jet, because the company
was in an official union dispute,

Touch
DownConcorde
NEW YORI< supersonic transports from Paris
and London will land at Kennedy
Airport Tuesday, Nov. 22, marking
the first regularly scheduled SST
passenger service into New York.
Winner of a coin toss, Air France
will touch down first on runway 31R about 8:30 a.m., with British
Airways landing about 90 seconds
later.
CONTACT LENS ~PECIAL
New tint orihances eyes
Call us for price
• Casey Optical Ct:~ ..
(nnt Mar tb CDJey Re:r.oll Drug)

Lomas at Washington
255-8736

Frame and Art Market
Welcome UNM facul.ty and students
• ready made frames

• custom lramlng

• art. supplies
• original hand painted

• metal soctlon frames
• pre·cut mats and
mat boards

oils and water colors
• fine prints

20% off

15% off

Hours: Mo.n-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30

3021-3023 Central Ave. NE
· (4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)

Phone 268-1471

A Young lnsalt

IN
BRIEF
----·-------

WASHINGTON - The Justice
Dept. is checking the financing of
bloody demonstrations near the
White House by supporters and
foes of the Shah of Iran to
determine if the sponsors violated
federal Jaw, a spokesman said
Wednesday.
Joel Lisker, head of the Justice
Dept.'s registration unit, said in an
interview: "If we detect violations
of lhe Foreign Agents Registration
Act, we'll recommend appropriate

Lisker would not elaborate, but
~ources said many of the charges
surround full-page advertisements
placed in major newspapers by
groups both for and against the
Shah.
t Some of the several hundred proShah demonstrators who turned
out allegedly recewived up to $100
spending money, and free travel

LAKELAND, Fla. Singer
Anita Bryant's $100,000-a-year
contract as a promoter of Florida's
orange juice was renewed Wednesday by the Citrus Commission,
which passed a resolution praising
her courage in battling gays.
The action by the 12-member
commission, which extended
Bryant's contract through August
of 1979, put to rest speculation she
may be dropped from the lucrative
job because of declining juice sales
and her controversial stand against
homosexual rights.
The commission also passed a
resolution supporting the singer's
right to express an opinion and
praising her personal stand.

Photochromic lenses are sensitive to light. In the sun,
they darken; indoors they're almost clear, adjusting
automatically. They reduce glare in the sun and let you
get along with only one pair of glasses, inside and out.
Photogray or Photosun lenses are available in your
choice of fashionable frames at TSO, where we care
how you look at life.
Offices in Louisiana, New Mexico and throughout
Texas.

Prescri'?tion eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S;E. • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.
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and lodging dur-ing the two days of
marches.
·
The target of any department
review will be the "middle men"
who might have passed money or
paid expenses for the demonstrators while trying to conceal their
relationships with the Iranian
government or anti-Shah factions
by holding jobs such as consultants,
the sources said.

WASH!NGTON -The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) was
asked Wednesday to endorse the use of marijuana for a number of
medical research purposes, including treatment of cancer patients.
At a hearing in suburban Rockville, MD., leaders of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORM L) asked an
FDA advisory committee of scientists to urge reclassification of
mariJuana from the strictest category of the controlled substances act.
The advisory panel made no decision and scheduled another
meeting on the subject in two months.
Currently, marijuana is categorized as having no known or accepted
medical uses in the United States and of posing a high potential for
abuse among its users.
In a five-year court battle, NORML has attempted to force the
Drug Enforcesment Administration {DBA) to reclassify marijuana to
permit its medical use for treatment of glaucoma, of nausea for cancer
patients receiving chemotherapy and of asthma.
If the drug is reclassified, the FDA could approve wide-ranging
projects to research its medical utility, in instances where marijuana
was found effective, the FDA would tl1en presumably approve it for
use with a doctor's prescription.
Peter Meyers, NORML's cheif counsel, told the FDA panel; "The
continued classification of marijuana in schedule I (the strictest
category) will deprive hundreds, and perhaps thousands of persons of
legal access to a drug which could relieve their suffering, and will
continue to inhibit scientific and medical research into marijuana."
He said marijuana is being explored as a treatment for epileptics,
alcholics and as an anti-depressant. White House Adviser Peter
Bourne said recently marijuana also might be of use as a pain killer.
One witness, Robert Randall, Washington, is losing his sight
because of glaucoma and has received federal court approval to smoke
government-supplied marijuana to slow his blindness. The government is sponsoring a Howard University research project to determine
its effectiveness in treating others with glaucoma.
The DBA has final authority for classifying marijuana. The U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia agreed the
agency has authority to control under an international treaty the
United States signed with about 100 countries.
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New Bldg. to House
Medical Facilities ·
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ONE
And afford
one •.•
A PUCH is breezier and easier
than a bike; vitually maintenance
free, and gets up to .150 mpg,
so it doesn't gobble up the fuel.

=·

Applications are available in the
_
College of Fine Arts Advisement Center.
Fine Arts Center, room 1103.
=
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who were watch commanders.
There will also be certain officers
who will patrol an area on a regular
basis.
"But the most important part of
all this, is that it improves communication throughout the squad,
and the more information we have,
the better equipped we are to
service the area,"
Police community laison officer
Ladis Molina said the success of the
westside substation inspired the
city-wide plan.
"The substation has proven to be
successful in case clearance (cases
which have been disposed ol) and in
establishing better rapport' between
police officers and the community," he said.
"In an area command system,
people are more willing to get
involved by reporting violations

and providing us with more informalion. lt also keeps the officers

more in tune with their area."
In addition to the new operating
system, the APD has begun hiring
public safety aides, whose duties
are assisting policemen in nonhazardous work that does not
require a sworn officer, Molina
said,
A public safely aide is a full-time
civilian APD employe, he said. He
is uniformed, bt!l unarmed and
does not make arrests.
Molina said the department has
100 aide positions, seven of which
have been filled. It expects to hire
93 more.
The aides will help the department, Molina said, by tending to
the minor details of police work
and freeing the reg4lar officers to
pursue more serious matters.
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ATIENTION
PHI BETA KAPPAs
Alpha Chapter of New Mexico
Meeting
Nov. 17, 1977 7:30p.m.
Room 231E
New Mexico Union
All Phi Beta Kappas are invited to participate in the
L--------------=ac~t~iv~i~tJ~·e=s=o=fth~_c~h~a~p~t~e~r·~-------------- 1

DAMASCUS, Syria (UPI) - Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived
Wednesday to a 21-gun salute but only a thin smile from President Hafez
Assad on a visit which could decided the ultimate success of his trip to
Israel on the cause of Middle East peace.
Sadat, making his first visit to the Syrian capital in more than two years
and the first since his reconciliation with Assad following Egypt's interim
Sinai agreement with Israel, went into immediate talks with Assad concerning the Egyptian leader's proposed visit to Israel.
Official sources said Assad was "not pleased" with Sadat's decision that
he would go to Jerusalem in the search for Middle East peace. There has
been no public comment on the Sadat statement by Assad or any other
Syrian official.
The Syrian leader embracedSadat at the airport, a tight half-smile on his
face, But Assad seemed uneasy, and was not smiling, shile waiting for
Sadal's plane to land in Danascus.
The two leaders met in a private evening policy statement interrupted by
what Syrian officials termed "family dinner."
Official Damascus radio's evening newscasts played down the Sadat visit·
and led on celebrations surrounding Assad's rise to power in a bloodless
coup exactly seven years ago.
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UNM' Students: The Deadline to
Apply for Admission for Spring
- 1978 is Wednesday, November
::
30, 1977
-
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Assad is 'Not Please.d~
With Sadat's Overtures
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By l'AUL SCHERR
LOBO Slaff Writer
The· effectiveness of the Albuquerque Police Dept. (AP D) in the
UNM area, and in the city itself,
will increase because of a new
system of field operations initiated
last month, APD Capt. James
Busse said.
The change in operations is from
the traditional watch command
system to an area command system.
Busse said the change is a staging
" LOBO pfioto by Jeanette King
event for three proposed police
substations in the city, identical to
the one currently in operation for
the area west of Rio Grande Blvd.
Under the watch command
system, captains and lieutenants
directed police services city-wide
for an eight-hour shift.
A new building on the North Campus which will house several medical
Under the area command system,
facilities is ~cheduled to be opened in January, said Margie Taylor, public the the city is divided into four
information officer of the medical school.
areas, each supervised by one comThe building will contain the medical bookstore, Emergency Medical mander who has a 24-hour a day reAcademy, family practice clinic, dept. of psychiatry and faculty offices. · sponsibility for his area.
Taylor said the new building is connected to the other medical buildings,
Busse is commander of Area
completing a network between the medical buildings.
Two, bordered by Rio Grande
The building cost is approximately $2.3 million, Taylor said.
Blvd. to the west, Interstate-40 to
The building is situated between the basic medical sciences building and lhe north, Girard Blvd. to the east
the state laboratory building.
and the city limits to the south.
"With this new system, there is
only one man at the top," Busse
said, "so that any complaints or
commendations go through him,
rather than one of the three men

Ill

NORML Asks the FDA
For Pot Reclassification

action."
The law requires agents of as
foreign government or political unit
to register with the Justice Dept. or
face criminal penalties of up to five
years in prison and a $10,000 fine,
or civil penalties that could include
a court injunction forcing the
agents to register and disclose all
their activities.
"Some of it appears to have
some substance," he said. "We're
looking into it."

'

Courage Pays

Demonstrations Investigated

PHOTOGRAYorPHOTOSUN
Eyewear from TSO.

7210 Menaul Blvd., N.E.

NEW YORK - First Lady
Rosalynn Carter heads the new list
of the nation's 25 most influential
women in the annual compilation
by the World Almanac,
Former first ladies didn't fare so
well in the list announced Wednesday. Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis disappeared two years ago,

An airport news conference
broke up before reporters had a
chance to ask Young about his
statement in May that "the Swedes
have an ideology which makes them

Inside or in the shade they lighten.
In the sun they darken.

T-S·O

Rosalynn "fops

APD Alters .Operations

•

United Press International

very humane and liberal, but when
it comes to the crunch, the Blacks in
Sweden have to put up with circumstances just as they would in certain
districts in New York."
The Swedes, who take pride in a·
very liberal immigration policy,
were hurl by the remark.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden American U ,N. Ambassador
Andrew Young arrived Tuesday for
a four-day visit on an invitation
offered in June after Young had
described Swedes as racist.
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Individual Choice
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It seems a shame to mention money in an editorial about abortion,
but one must face political realities in this time.
v '
Since the federal government has decided to cut off funds for
g' abortion, we have learned that this will create not only problems for
o. indigent mothers, but may also very well lead to an increase in child
abuse and might also leave older children and handicapped children in
foster homes. These were some fears expressed by Mike Varela, acting
director of the State Social Services Agency, in a LOBO article today ..
Varela feels that since federal aid might no longer be available to poor
pregnant women, there will be an increase in unwantea children. Some
of these children will be abused by·parents who don't want them. And
those healthy children put up for adoption will be snached up quickly by
parents waiting to adopt children. This will leave behind the older
children and handicapped children who are now being adopted because
healthy babies are not available.
AlTHOUGH WE DO NOT FAVOR abortion in every case, the
adoption of older and handicapped children can be loosely called a
"benefit" of abortion. It's heartbreaking to think of the· many children
who will wait in foster homes because of an increasing number of
unwanted babies being put up for adoption.
It's also sad to think that child abuse may increase because parents
who don't want their children will now have them because they can't
afford abortions.
THE ARGUMENT OVER whether abortion is not germane to this
case. The law now simply states that abortion is not murder up to a
certain point in pregnancy.
So we.. must then consider whether the federal government should
fund abortions for indigent women.
While we do not favor abortion, we certainly do not feel it should be
outlawed. We feel that abortion is an individual decision to be made by.
individuals. Each person must live with their own decision.
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S "hands off" policy is indeed a
separate point. We always urge less federal government intervention
whenever possible, but that's like arguing against the weather. You
can't do much about it, Everywhere people turn, the federal government is staring them in the face.
So while we are glad the federal government is getting out of our
lives in this case, we certainly feel it is wrong to dump the indigent flat
on their backs and force unwanted children into the world ..
Abortion is certainly an issue that is difficult to come to grips with
and is also an issue which illicits a great deal of emotional argument.
We think, however, that if a woman decides to have an abortion, there
ought to be some federal aid available to prevent the birth of children
who might be unwanted and a bused.
-;-"

Our Hats Off
We hope we didn't confuse anyone by running a story about the
average age of UNM students on the same day that senior citizens were
touring the campus.
ASUNM and other campus groups sponsored a senior citizens tour
of the campus Wednesday and from the looks of the old duffers we ran
into, it appeared they were thoroughly enjoying visiting us young
·
whippersnappers.
OUR EDITORIAL HAT is doffed to ASUNM Vice-President Dave
Garcia, ASUNM President Tom Williams and Sens. Mimi Swanson and
Rudy Martinez. Some other UNM officials, notably President William
Davis, Vice-President Marvin Johnson, Assoc. Dean of Students Karen
Abrams, deseve some praise too, along with the students vets
association and the dorm students group.
But most of the thanks should go to Swanson· and Garcia who
worked long and hard to coordinate the program. Swanson donated an
undisclosed amount of money from her own pocket to pay for posters
and the rental of a projector. Garcia and Williams also donated money
from their expense accounts:
UNFORTUNATElY, not all of the senate was as responsive to this
worthy cause as Swanson. She said she asked the senate for vplunteers three times and the only response she got was from Martinez.
But we're glad that a few people were responsive. It is programs such
as the senior citizens day that help raise the image of UNM in the
community's eye. Thank you all involved.

LOBO editorial phone :t17·56!>~.
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Editor·in·chlef: Tlm Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Edlfor: Dolores WoorJ
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor! George Gesner

Copy Editor·:' Koren Wal~ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep~esent a majority_ opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the oplnkm of the author and Qo
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
~

LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
signature. address. and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words although exceptions will be made If the tOpic warrants so, Only the name of the
author w111 be pdnted and names will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must bY typed and signed With the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the namr,
of author will be printed and names wll! not be Withheld.
·
Alf submissions become the property of the New Mexico .Dally LOBO :.~.nd will be edlt1.ld
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be ('Crr·
tacted to c11souss changes.
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Letters

Pink Replies

DOONESBURY ·

EDITOR:
I would like to address myself to the question of impeachment and
the accusations leveled at me by Les Marshall. He has accused me of
(1) being derelict in my duties by not publishing decisions and (2)
wrongly influencing the "young" (sic) court. While his arguments are
specious, they still deserve response.
The Roibal case was dismissed contrary to the LOBO's report. The
court did agree, however, to issue an advisory opinion on a question
related to it. After due consideration, the court felt that an advisory
opinion could not be written with the information at hand.
The Roibal case clearly does not support Marshall's ascertion that I
am derelict in my duties. The "five specific instances" of unpublished
court opinions are simply as yet unpublished. If the student government
is concerned about time limitations on such publications, the constitution should be amended to include this specificity. The court would
be more than willing to comply with any such amendment.
The question of my "undue influence" on the court is moot. It is
unfortunate that Marshall is intimidated by any influence I might have
on the four other court members. Furthermore, this insults the intelligence of the other justices, who have been appointed by the
president and confirmed by the ele,cted senators.
Impeachment is a serious proceeding to bring against anyone. It's
Marshall's puerility that can't be taken seriously. Until Mr. Marshall has
his data straight, it seems inadvisable to level accusations such as these
he's leveled at me. It is ridiculous to expect the senate to play Kangaroo
Court.
As, Les Marshall has a responsibility to serve the students. To bandy
impeachment about does the students and ASUNM government poor
service.
Todd Pink
ASUNM
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(continued on page 12}
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Wednesday
An Accidental Day
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17rere were two accidents near campus Wednesday. One
Between a campus policewoman and a UNM staff member
on the comer of Yale and Lomas NE, the other at the intersection of Yale and Central.
UNM Police officer Carol Ansley was struck by Marie
LaPierre, a clerical specialist at the Mental Health Center
who ran a red light Wednesday morning.
'
LaPierre sut'fered a sprained left wrist and was cited for
traffic vio~at{JJn. The police officer was not injured.

(cont. from page 1.)
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Greenpeace

number of whales, he said.
In April of 197 5 a Green peace crew, sailing ~ 38foot ketch and an 80 foot fishing boat, left Vancouver
harbor in search of Russian whalers. After 62 days at
sea, Plowden said, they finally caught sight of the
Dalniy Vostok, a 500-foot Russian factory ship, picking up slaughtered sperm whales from its smaller
satellite vessels less than 100 miles off the California
coast. A Greenpeace member fluent in Russian implored the whalers to cease their slaughter. When this
tactic failed, crewmembers took to rubber rafts and

surrounded the huge Vostok, all the while serenading
the fascinated Russian sailors with Rolling Stones
music, Plowden said. After saving as many as 100
whales from slaughter by placing their tiny dinghies
between the whale harpoons and their intended victims, the Green peace crews sailed to San Francisco, he
said.

[See tomorrow's LOBO for the second part of the
Greenpeace expeditions. I

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico-

All students planning to tako their first
mathematics course at UNM In tho 1978 spring
semester must lake the mathematics
placement test Thora will be one placement

test given on NOV. 29 (TUESDAY) at 3:30p.m.
In the Kiva, The tests will also be glvon on Jan.
11 and 13. Check your schedules for time.

The New Mexico Registry for the Blind will
sponsor a show by a nationally recognized master of
American sign language, in Keller Hall, 8 p.m. Adults
$2, children $1.
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HEY FOLKS! WE'RE HAVIN' A PLAY PARTY!

Andy's Big Mouth
Editor:
I am sick of it. Old Andrew "Motor Mouth" Young is up to his circus
antics agains. It seems that everytime I pick up a newspaper, I read
about this pompous ass shooting off his mouth, in the process,
alienating friend a_nd foe alike, and making an absolute mockery of :JUr
country's foreign policy. He was barely in office before he applauded '
Castro's vicious Communist thugs as bringing a "certain stability to
Angola." Then our long time ally, Great Britain, was accused of "inventing racism." Did he stop there? Hell nol Sweden and Russia then
came under his belittling innuendo. One would think that was enough,
but not for "Saint" Andrew, for the Arabs would not ·escape his selfrighteous wrath, their attitudes toward the Israelis were likened t6 the
Ku Klux Klan's attitudes toward blacks I
And now we have the grand finale. Friday's Daily LOBO reveals in
headline caps that ordained Protestant Minister Andrew Young predicts
Jon Vorster, Prime Minister of South Africa, faces the unpleasant
prospect of hell and eternal damnation for his "sinful life." I would not
have believed a ranking government official would say something so
idiotic and out of place had I not seen it in all tlf its UPI glory. I am also
curious as to where he learned his peculiar brand of Christianity. Where
is it I heard aboUt he who is without sin casing the first stone? Perhaps it
came from the same book which read "Judge not, lest you be judged."
Obviously, the international scene is not place for a self-appointed
spokesman of God.
Finally, what in the world gives Mr. Young and his cohort in crime,
Jimmy Carter, the right to medddle in other countries affairs? Certainly,
we have enough international problems without creating more. Out
attitude toward South Africa is shameful and disgustingly naive. The
Afrikaners sweated blood to gain their little inhospitable corner of the
world, and in fact were there before the mass migration of Blacks
arrived in the south of Africa. 'They are as "native" as any race in the
continent, and have the right to rule the entire tip of Africa as they like.
They are a brave people who left their European homelands and
weathered all manner o.f hostile odds to make their land strong,
thriving, and proud. At one time they even took on the world's most
powerful country, Britain, in an inspired war for freedom. Sounds
familiar does it not? A bit like another country which celebrated an
equally proud history just a year ago.

rejected this idea because they felt
st\ldents would be reluctant to drive
to the arena and ride the bus back
to campus.
The consultants and the committee agreed on the presently recommended plan of improving the
North Campus lots and expanding
the shuttle service involved.
Dr. Victor Regener, physics and
astronomy chairman, said the third
alternative, using South Campus
parking, "seems very reasonable,
money-wise at least." .
Carney said that the extra driving
involved for students would
probably dissuade them from parking on the South Campus.
Regener said, "Your opposition
to alternat~ three, in terms of inconvenience, is essentially vague."
Hooker suggested a trial run of
the third alternative, "if <We can get
buses from the city."
Kate Watson, a student, suggested that the Central Campus be
closed to all cars except delivery
vehicles, cars owned by the handicapped and visitor's cars. She said
others could use North and South
campus parking and shuttle buses.
Kate Martin, an English department employee argued in favor of
retaining individual, sole-use parking stalls. The committee's plan
suggests eliminating them.
Martin said her husband, who is
William Martin director of Popejoy
Hall, needs a reserved space there in
order to park during events at ,the
hall.$
Hooker said the transportation
study showed only a 50 per cent
occupancy rate of reserved parking
stalls in mornings of the 1976 fall
semester. This, said Hooker, is why
the consultants recommended
eliminating sole-use stalls,
Assuming Bernalillo County
Medical Center (BCMC) comes
under UNM control, BCMC
employes would have to pay parking fees under the plan. Outpatients
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Help us celebrate an
old-fashioned country
wedding!!
Tuesday, November 22
at 8:15P.M.
in Popejoy Hall
Tickets Now $9. 00,
$7. 50' *6. 00
At Popejoy Hall and
SUB Box Offices
ASUNM & GSA Students
112 Price

A Sassy, Song-Filled,
Joyous Romp
A Foot-Stompin',
Square Dancin',
Blue Grass
Thanksgiving
Chivaree
NO PHONE ORDERS. PLEASE
For Information Tel: 277-3121

The Tony Award Winning Musical Hit that
swept the Broadway critics by storm

by Garry Trudeau
HAVe 70,
MAN. 005
(l)fR& 77/kiN'
ADVANtAee
OF

Y'ALL COME - Y'HEAR?
And Before The Show, The Bar-B-Que
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at the Student Union
BBQ-Square Ribs and Chicken
Corn Pone, Greens
Black-Eyed Peas

Buffet Reservation

Tel. 277-2811

Corn On The Cob
Pumpkin Pie
Cider & Coffee
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'Little Criminals' Pays OH
Little Criminals I Randy Newman I
Warner Brothers BSK-3079
By ROBERT SPIEGEL

They Funk· with the Best
By JANE QUESNEL

and Cheech helped send an Saturday night at the Subway
Blind Bahv, Cold-Blooded J.B. audience rocketing skyward Ia~ Station. Although they may sound
· · -----·- .. · - -- -·
-·
·
like characters from the late feature
at the drive-in. down the street,
they're actually just a few of the
bizarre nicknames which the
members of Spaceadeljcs go by.
Although they have played gigs
on the UNM campus before (in the
Student Union Ballroom), this was
Spaceadelics first performance in
the Subway Station. It could not
have gone better. The club was •
packed, the bar ran out of soft
drink cups, and you couldn't have
made space for one more couple on
rm siCk and tired of spending a
the floor with a crowbar.
University Store
fortune on tapes and records Uptown Store
Spaceadelics grooves on audience
2222 Central S.E.
andl'mnotgolngtotakeit
4517 CentrCll H.E.
reactions, and the group actively
Spo.ceCAdellcs
2SS-222S
any more!
266-9887
involves the audience a large part of
ffion.• Thurs. 10-10
ffion.-SClt. 10-8
the time, wheth.er M.C. Michael
Fri. SClt. 10-12
"Gettln Better •
Sun. 12-6
Goodson is urging them to Albuquerque natives, Devotion at first, and hopefully somebody
Sun. 12-6
All The Time"·
"party," or lead vocalist Lou Pride decided to come back and try to will realize that this is a decent
make it one more time in the area it group that can· pull a nice clientele
into a club. Once we get into one
called
"the
freeze/'
is taking them through a dance loved.
club I'm not worried anymore,
Spaceadelics breaks down into 10
"l feel that we are not the best
members, eight instrumentalists hand in the city of Albuquerque," because the word will get around."
Until the word does get around,
and t.wo lead singers, Victor Jackie continued, "but I feel that
will continue to work
Spaceadelics
Williams and Lou Pride. Key- we should get a break to play some
the
weekend
stands which constiboardist Jackie Haynes started the of the clubs on Central. There's no
tute
a
large
part
of its bookings.
current group (which has been club on Central that will give us a
together about 10 months), as well job right now; that's really what's "We'd love to have Albuquerque as
as the original group Devotion, hurting us. They won't hire us our home base," said Jackie, "and
really, we would all love to just play
which had its beginnings two years because we're an all-Black group.''
music. But it's hard here in Albuago.
Spaceadelics feels it's an almost querque, especially for a Black
Instrumentally Spaceadelics'
members are: leader Jackie Haynes hopeless battle. The prevailing band, so most of us do have other
on clavinet and his brother Charles attitude seems to be that an all- jobs."
With a few more crowds like the
Ray on Fender Rhodes, musical Black group draws an undesirable
director Charles "Jabo" Mitchell clientele, although the Spaceadelics ·one at the Subway Station last
on bass, Jack Bailey on lead guitar, have always drawn mixed audiences Saturday, Jackie Haynes won't
Bicky Hatton on drums, and of White, Blacks, and Chicanos. have to worry anymore. The word
Verdree
Stanley,
Mitchell "You have t9 take what you can get will be out.
FI~IAr~~ EAST
Alexander and master of ceremonies Michael Goodson on horns ..
Jackie Haynes and "Jabo"
Made in
describe the group's music as disco,
S6undstage
the Shade
funk and soul, with a few variations
of rock fused with soul and jazz.
It's repertoire is extensive, in6525 Coma..'>' NE
cluding
hits by groups like Earth,
266-6605
Wind and Fire, the Ohio Players
and K.C. and the Sunshine Band.
Compiled By ROBERT SPIE<IEL
"We learn what we think people
would like to hear," Haynes said in Street Life: Rock and roll and Latin Central near Washington through
an interview before last Saturday's soul this Friday night at the Subway Saturday.
gig. "We learn it straight across the Station in the basement of the SUB. Made in the Shade: Catch Sid
board first. Then we make our own Admission is $1 for students, $2 for Fendley's amazing keyboard work
additions or we take away from it, public.
with this tight group at the Friar's
whichever we think might make the
East
just north of the freeway on
Traveller: Catch one of New
Wyoming
through Saturday.
tune
a little went
better."
Haymes
on to explain that Mexico's finest guitarist~ with
the group lets a lot of music go to Traveller at the Subway Station this Soundstage: Rock and roll sounds
satisfy the audiences. Many of the Saturday. Admission (see above). ' of the stage of the Friar's Pub on
band members are into jazz, "but Cosmic Charlie: Jazz flavored rock Lomas just east of San Pedro
II
II
II
"
"
we
hardly ever play it in a nightclub and roll at the Albuquerque Inn's through Saturday.
"
"
" because we know people don't like Fogg's Bar through Saturday:
Planets: They'll take off at Ned's
to hear it."
this week.
Ozone
Express:
Easily
one
of
the
The group has come a long way
Dave
Ain't Here: This progressive
state's.
best
western
swing
bands,
" from its days as Devotion. The
group
(featured in last week's
Ozone
Express
will
play
the
Apollo
group fluctuated and for a while
p .. ese11ts
bandstand)
will play their fine
San
Mateo
at
Lomas
through
on
tried making it in other cities. Soon
music
at
the
Golden
Inn in Golden
its style had changed to where a Saturday.
" change in name was a necessity. Showdown: Rock and roll with a Friday and Saturday nights.
Since most of the members were little disco at Uncle Nasty's on Uncle Bert: They'll he playing the
relative rock and roll at the
Establishment in Montgomery
Plaza on north San Mateo through
Thn:rsday Night Nov. 17th
Saturday.

~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~~~======~..

his most comprehensive and
Side two opens with "Sigmund
powerful work.
Freud's Impersonation of Albert
Einstein in American," which lives
The album opens with "Short up to all the title's promises. The
People," a humorous exploration
Randy Newman has always held of prejudice. More than "Yellow songs involve layers of sexual
a singular position in contemporary Man," or "Rednecks," this song perceptions of the classical
music. Not only does his work defy brings home the prejudgemental American dreams. Next is the hardcategorization, it defies definition.· (!ttitudes in all of us. Typically,. hitting "Baltimore," a11 anthem to
His music cannot be understood Newman gives the songs a con- urban decay: "And they hide their
in the terms of the music that tagious melody, making it all too faces/ And they hide their eyes 1
Cause the city's dying/ And they
surrounds him. Indeed, his songs easy to sing along with.
don't know why.~' Newman avoids
are illusive and often ambiguous.
all the trite pitfalls this song could
More so than even Dylan or Bowie,
The next two songs, ''You Can't obviously contain.
Newman is apart from his con- Fool the Fate Man," and "Little
temporaries.
Criminals,'' deal with petty crooks.
"I 'II Be Home," comes next.
. Newman captures these stereotyped This is the only song that wasn't
Newman has also avoided the characters so well, they no longer written in the last year. The song's
traps of his singularity. He has seem types, but rather people. simple sincerity is in complete
neither become a self-parody in the Newman follows with "Texas Girl contrast to Newman's newer
attempt to sound like himself, nor at the Funeral of Her Father," a material, and as a contrast, this
drifted so far from the mainstream moving song about a sailor who 1970 song sets the newer material
to become totally obscure. died in the desert.
off. "Rider in the Rain" follows.
Strangely, Newman has managed to
This is a homage to and parody of,
stay commercial without comNext is "Jolly Coppers on the western romantic notions of the
promising one note. His new, long- Parade," about a boy's impression freewheeling, desperado existence.
awaited album (three years) con- of a police parade. Newman un'
tinues in this vein.
flinchingly captures the romantic
Next is "Kathleen," a lovely
glory of the larger than life display: song about a non-catholic man's
Newman's last three albums have "Looks like angels have come Jove for an Irish girl in Chicago.
been artistically unified. Sail A way down from paradise." Here, as The last. song, "Old Man on the
was his first move away from a with many Newman songs, he uses Farm," is a deceptively simple song
mere collection of songs. Good Old the melody to make the song ab- about an old farmer left without
Boys, his compassionate, yet •. solutely convincing. The side ends hopes and waiting to die. The song
uncompromising view of the South, with the haunting "In Germany poses as optimistic, but beneath is
was unified by his panorama of Before the War," taken from a true Newman's biting irony. Newman
Dixie. Little Criminals is larger in story of a German man who merely hints at the old man's
scope than any of his previous drowned a young girl. Newman's desperation, . yet these hints
albums. Newman takes more compassion for the murderer is completely UJ!dermine the sense of
chances than ever with this album, frightening, yet somehow unof- optimism.
and it pays off; Little Criminals is fensive.
While many writers have gone
for the commercial bullseye lately,
and others seem to be desperately
struggling to make music that is
more than merely palpable,
Newman's art seems to come
without effort or doubt. His ease is
deceptive, but then, Newman is
always deceptive.

-

Beneath Newman's simple
melodies lie a disturbing vision of
our troubled Jive. This vision is
deeper and more fullyrealized on
Little Criminals than on any of
Newman's earlier works. It's a
devastating album.
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R<lndy Newmo.n on bridge In L.A.

ThursdGy: At 7:00 Gnd 9:15

•

The Rise Gnd FGII Of The Third Retch

••

Frido.!J: Bunuel's The milk!J Wo.y
7:00 o.nd 9:15
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Eliot's Nest

"

"

Bikini Contest:

"

"
"

Ladies: Receive 320 cash
just for entering!

"

lfceldy wiuuet• t•ccei_vcs Sl.OO cash

"

G.-aud J.lO.-izc: Tt•itt fo.- two to
Acatndco, lUexico

"
"

BUV1
GET1

FREE'

Monday · Friday

5:00. 9:00

Boogie To:

Sawdust

'I'o enter:

Call 296-9626
or stop by in person
Eliot's Nest..
2294 Wyoming NE
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UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

)(

"

Bingo Band: They'll bring their
progressive country music from
Austin, Texas this week at the
Chelsea Street Pub through
Saturday.
Buzzard: Progressive country rock
band is circling around the Extra
Points Lounge on Central this
weekend.
Kert Kelly: He'll be playing his
country music at the Headquarters
on Central near Washington
Through Sunday.
Amigos: Latin soul and rock and
roll at the. Latin Quarters this
weekend.
Speakeasy: getting down with rock,
funk and disco at Okie's Friday and
Saturday nights.
Wilder: Loud, energetic music at
Alfalfa's through Saturday.
Jann Harrison: Easy listening and
soft disco dinner music for the
steak eaters at the Big Valley Ranch
Company.

JoAnnG DeKeyser, George Robert, LeonGrd Felberg

Seraphim Trio PerformsThe Seraph in Trio will present a program of varied works in a recital this
Sunday, Nov. 20, at 4 p.m. in Keller Hall.
One of the most popular music faculty performing groups, each
semester's performance by the trio is eagerly awaited. During the past eight
years, pianist George Robert, violinist Leonard Felberg and cellist .J canna
De Keyser have performed most of the major repertory for piano triO.
Sunday's program will include Mozart's Trio in B-flat, K.254; Brahms'
Tr.io inC Major, op. 87; and Ravel's Trio in A minor.
Of these, it is the Ravel piece which is the most interesting, and the least
heard. Written in 1914 it remains one of the most difficult, yet most effective work for piand trio. Each movement demands virtuosity of the
highest degree, as well as containing rhythmic comJ?lexities difficult to
resolve. It is relatively easy to see why the Ravel piece IS performed here so
rarely, and Sunday's performance may not be repeated for some time.

Okies
~~
daily 11-3

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

RECOGNIZED.

Rick Nelson's voice has always conveyed
both deep-running emotion, and cool.
Fans love what Rick does to a
song. Critics athibute a myriad of
rsts and distinctions to him. In fact,
everyone aware of Rick's past recognizes
him for his contributions to rock & roll.
"Intakes" is the first new Rick Nelson album
in a few years. And a welcome one it is. Rick puts care,
and love into every song
he writes and sings.
Available
It's so good to have that
At
Odyssey
instantly recognizable voice
Records
back
Rick Nelson's "Intakes:• On
Epic Records and Tapes.
Produced

.·

Nelson.
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More Women Cagers.

[!)A0f1.11 fl®lli®

contlnuod from poga B.

! ·Women Cagers Open Nov. 25
~
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Fifth Year For Coach Marpe

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
00 It ali began five years ago with a
~ promise.
~
Two women pledged to them-

z

selves and -everyone else that within
five years they would have
developed organizations that would
command respect from ail other organizations like theirs.

Very fine'European &

..

Indonesian
Food

Indonesian
Dinner Special
Loempia
T elur Berlad.a
Bami or Nasi Goreng
Beverage
........

210

.

serving all day

Serving lunch and
dinner

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

The fifth year is here and at least
one of the women, Lobo coach
Kathy Marpe, has the material to
keep her promise.
"We've got so many gooq things
on this team," Marpe said.
She said, "Our offense is
designed for our short team. Our
press is going to work and we're
going to make them (opponents)
play our style of basketball."
The other woman was New
Mexico State coach, Karen Fey, last
year State was second and the
Lobos were fourth in the 14-team
conference.
The UNM foundation for the
first four years depended upon a
small package of dynamite who
went by the name of Margaret
·
Gonzales.
At 5-1 (maybe) Gonzales was the
undisputed floor general, but now
for the first time, Marpe will have
to have some one else in command,
following Gonzales graduation.
"What we're missing is someone
who can take charge. But it's a
matter of someone taking the
initiative," Marpe said.
There are several candidates,
such as the ever-cherry sophomores, Cindy Fischer, who has as
many reasons for going to nationals
as there are girls on the team.
"For instance," she said, "Jean
(Rostermondt) is really a fine player
and she deserves to go to the
nationals."
"And Patty (Howell) is a senior;
I sure would like to see her go this
year," Fischer said.
Fischer said, "The best thing we
have is one year of experience."
Only two people graduated
including tough rebounder Beth
Born, and only a couple of others
have left so the team this year
consists of four seniors, two

Patty Howell- "We have the talent and the ability to
put it all together."
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Coach Kathy Marpe- "We want to make the other
team play our style of basketball."
year.
"I think sometimes we let things
get out of control on the court. So
sometimes I try to remind people of
what we're trying to do," the shy
Iowan said.
Senior Patty Howell from Farmington said, "We have good depth.
If someone isn't hot, then there is
always someone who can come off
the bench and do the job."
I think we have a good team, but
we have to work hard. We have the

)
. Cindy Fischer- "Basketball is a
games should be. fun."

TH

game and

Jean Rostermondt-"1 think we can go to
nationals, but we have to depend on our speed."

TE UILA

BEHIND all great BARS
>
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In The Student Union Building Basement
LOBO photos

b~ Wendsll

T. Hunt

Carol Moreland- "My goal is to go through a season
uninjured."

Italian Meat Sauce,
Warm Dinner Toast, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.

LOBO photos by W. T. Hunf

Lisa Wedeking-"! got a lot to learn, but the girls have
helped me a lot."

Tickets Available
2 for

$149!

12 and under, enter BIG BOYS coloring contest.
Details at participating BIG BOYS.
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Two of Albuquerque's Top Club Groups
This Weekend In The

Spaghetti Dinner

2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Present this coupon at any of the
part1cipat1ng Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.

this year. They tell me I look better
so I want to do a lot of playing and
do the best I can."
Lisa Wedekind a 5-10 freshman
from Auburn, Wash. should make
up for the loss of Born with her
smooth hook shot,
"The girls in college basketball
are a lot more aggressi vc, a lot
quicker and just a lot better than in
high school," Wedekind said.
She said, "I think we'll win the
conference. We're doing some·
things that will put us above Utah
(the defending conference champs).
They will begin doing those
"somcthings" Nov. 25 against the
University of Colorado, in Boulder.

. '.' .·i•:;-~~-¥.:0;~~_-i:' "
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#2 Breakfast
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talent and the ability to put it all
together," she said.
Then there's the junior from
California, Carol Moreland, who
happens to be 6-4 and has shown
_glimpses of her potential during
some pre-season scrimmages
against some men.
"I feel like I've used two years of
eligibility in one year's worth of
playing time," said Moreland who
suffered a knee injury at the
beginning ·of last season and spent
plenty of time on the bench.
"I have to make up for it now,"
she said.
She said she felt no extra pressure

being the only woman about six·
feet and having to play against
teams who have two or three
women about six-feet.
"The pressure is on the shorter
girls. No one person can run the
team," Moreland said.
Another of last year's formidable
frosh gang is Susie Schuster.
Schuster said she believes, "this
team is a lot closer than last
year's.''
"If we're ever down by 20 at the
half, we should be able to come
back and win,'' Schuster said.
Junior Sharon Striker, a
sometime-starter last year, said, "I
hope I'm coming along better now

.,
""~"
"r:J

5115 Central NE
552 Coronado NE
1528 Eubank NE
2100 Menaul NE

6613 4th ST. NW

Employment
·Opportunities
Openings are now available in nuclear power,
engineering, aviation, business management,
civil engineering and nursing. Starting pay
and allowance is $12,000. Bonuses in select
fields. Medical and dental care is provided.
For further information call (505) 766-2335 or
send resume to Navy lnformalion Team, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, .:'liM 87108.

Any students wishing to buy date
UNM students have until 5 this
afternoon' to pick up student tickets may also pick them up at the
reserved tickets for the UNM- ticket office. A valid athletic ID is
Cuban l nternational basketball also needed to purchase date
game Saturday night, Sports tickets. The price of a date ticket is
Information Director Johnny $4.
Gonzalez said.
The UNM athletic ticket office is
Sections 18, 20, and 22, on the
located
on the South Complex and
west side of University Arena, need
is
the
small
building attached to the
reserved tickets. Sections 19 and 21
are on a first come, first serve basis. Arena.
Tickets not picked up before 5
p.m. will go on sale to the public.
Students must take their athlteic
!D's to the athletic ticket office to
pick up reserved seats. Athletic !D's
are also needed at the game to gain
entry.

COPIES
Overnight
31f2cea

4<sameday-

SUNG LASS HD'OTS

No-Minimum

. Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polarized.

Casey Optical Co.
(next door to casey Rbxt2ll Drug

Lomas at Wa5hington

255-6329

.

KINKQ'S

·.

231.2 Cent. s~ 268-85lS ·

Friday, November 18
A Group That Comes Straight
From Fuuk Av~nue
•
o lru~~•1 IDB
iJ•
JIIPill!i ll!!LI D 1\ 1\ D

•

Saturday, November 19
.
·A Special Rock and Roll
Return ~ngagement With

IHII &Pill! 1:91 P.11.
Adtnissiou Pt•iees
Students Sl..OO eaeb
(Witb I.D., Pins One Guest)
I•ublie 82.00 eaelt
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Siglinda SteinfUIIer
Dean of Beer
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during tire noon/tour \

Senior
Citizens
Forty senior citizens from thePalo Duro Senior Citizens Center 'toured IJNM during an
ASUNM-cosponsored Senior
Citizens Day. They visited some
of UNM's major attractions:
SUB, fine Arts, LOBO, Maxwell
Musuem and Scholes Hall.
A movie about UNM and a
coffee l'fJCeption in Keller Hall
wrapped up the tour.

RACO.!.(ET & HEALTH CLUB

Abortions ...
(cont. from page 1.1

Opening Nov 21

i·

I

New Mexico's finest Racquetball
facifity

[

• twelve regulation, air-conditioned racquetballhandball courts • four lighted, outdoor tennis courts • central location directly behind Four Seasons
Motor Hotel • sauna, whirlpool, steam room,
weight room, showers, locker room, massage.

Special Student Rates
Available
Public Welcome
call 266·7781 for reservations or information

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enrole in Bible
Registration at Christian Center

·Nov. 15- Jan. ll

'

Greek 1412 New Testament MWF 9-10:30
Bible 3359 Gospel Of John MWF 11-12
Bible 2301 Old Testament Tues. 6: 30-9:30
Bible 3362 Prison Epistles TT 11-12: 30

Fees. $1000 Per Course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class
meeting
j

Alternate scheduling available
Eight ReasOrts for Enrolling

1.

!>..
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.

'I'o enrich my understanding of God's word.

To sttcngthen my faUh a~ n Christian.
To undcrstnncl my role us a servant of God,
'l'o urtdcr.Shlhd the value of my soul.
To ohtttfn the proper ph!losophyuf life,
To hnlance my ncademlc dt:wclopment.

To usc my ch.'Cti\.'cs where they count most.
To 5et a good example for others to follow.

Christian Stodent Center
130 Girard )'IE

Children of these women may then become Medicaid recipients and
receive an average monthly payment of$43.50 a month.
Besides immediate increases in welfare costs, Health and Social
Services Department (HSSD) officials expect additional costs and
problems to surface in the future. They expect an increase in child
abuse with the arrival of more "unwanted" babies.
Wayne Holder, director of the state's child abuse clinic in Albuquerque, the Family Resource Center, said he expects an "obvious
increase in child abuse.''
"If people have unwanted children, I can't help but think they're
going to be more likely to abuse them.
"The group we're talking about has the odds way against them.
We're talking about down and out people without resources,"
Child abuse was verified in 491 families in Bernalillo County last
year. Holder said an increase of only five per cent this year in Albuquerque will have a significant impact on the center's case load.
He said the center already has more clients than its staff can effectively handle.
"An increase in child abuse is going to mean a lessening of services.,
·
Another related spin-off of the renewed "Hyde Amendment" is an
expected increase in the number of infants put up for adoption.
"I don't think many women will keep an unwanted child," said
Mike Varela, acting director of the state social services agency.
"There will be an increase in babies adopted, kids in foster care,
and child abuse.''
Varela said the increase in the number of infants put up for
adoption will probably reverse a recent trend in adoptions which saw
more older children and "special" children, those with mental and
physical defects, placed with adoptive parents and Jess ''blue ribbon"
babies, healthy infants, adopted.
He said the trend peobably resulted from smaller numbers of "blue
ribbon" babies available for adoption since the legalization of
abortions in 1973.
"Most adoptive parents want babies but will take a child 10 or 12
years old or a mongoloid to have a.s;hild to love. But part of the
American character is to want the best. If there's a choice between a
healthy baby and a mongoloid, most people are going to take the
health bah ,"he said.

ATTENTION
PREMED STUDENTS:
Full Medical School scholarships
available-Tuition, Fees, plus $400
per month.
Write Navy Medical Programs
·atticer, PO Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM
87108, or ca/1766-2335.

LOBO phoro: by Phyllis M. Kushner

Author's
Lecture
Cancelled

ftll£

"Gusto Goer" Leisure Shirt.
lkntilated mesh football-style
shirt for men or women.
Numerals on
and back.
100% stretch ·
S,M, L.XL.

OF

•

A lecture by author Edward
Abbey, which was scheduled to be
held in the UNM Kiva on Monday
has been cancelled.
Eta Sigma Gamma, a national
health educators organization, was
intending to sponsor the lecture and
a spokesperson for the group said
Wednesday that due to scheduling
problems, Abbey would be unable
to come to UNM. No plans have
been made as yet to re-schedule the
lecture.
•

Schilt>: "Pallcrn"T-Shirl. White
with colorful pattern of Schlitz
trademarks. Sizes: S, M. L. XL.
$3.50.

/
(

"Out of Schilt>:?" T·Shirt.
Blend of cotton and polyester.
Gray color. Sizes: S. M. L. XL.

$3.50.

~------------------~
I

QUAN.

.

u~

SIZE PRICE TOTAL

'

Warning!
Christmas will be here
before you know it and if
picture-giving is part of your
Yuletide plans, act now!
To help flll'your holiday picture needs UNM Photo Ser. vice is offering a wide range
of special color portrait
packages. As an added
bonus, through November
only, we will .give an ad·
ditional 10% discount from
our already low prices. We
invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel
that after you do, you'll
come to Photo Service.
Don't delay! For further
detai Is call 277-57 43 or
come by our office at 1820
Las Lomas, N.E.
,

____

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\

I

I

TOTAL$
My order is over $25.
Please send me my surprise gift worth $5.00.
Send order with check or money order payable to:
Schlitz Dean of Beer
Post Office Box 93 73
St. Paul, MN 55193
Allow 4 weeks for shipment. Void where prohibited by law. Offer
expires December 31. 1977. Prices include shipping artd handling
costs .
SHIPTO:
._

0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Name'------------------------------~---,

Address-------------------------------\

'©

City

_

_

State

1977 Jos. Schlitz Brev..ing Co., MilwauKee, Wis.

I

J

Zip
/

Schlitz ~------------------~
is a trademark of Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

-·

R~tcta: 15c per word per d~y. $1 minimum.
5 pr more consecutive d~ya,
9c per word per~ay
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ACCURATE INJ10RMATION ABOUT contra~~p
lion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose, 294·
0171.
12/3
It's the Pl~ncts for your dancing pleasure at
Ned's, , , 'til2 a.m. this wee~.
11117
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Casey Oplienl
Company, 255-8736.
tfn
PASSPOI\T, lMM!Gl!ATION, I,D, photos, Lowest ,
prices In town. Fast, pleasing. Cnll 265·2444 or
eometo I717GirardNE,
11/18
GAY LIUERATION CLU!l starting Thurs. 7-12
p.m.; Sun. 2-10 p,rn, Gays only, 255·4409, 11/22
NOW! NUNZIO's has whole wheat pizUJ, , .terrific
crust! Sicilian pina. , .Is a slice of delight! Regular .
ll/17
isregulnrly superb. !07 Cornell SE,
S!NGL£!'1 Meet sincere members of the opposite sex,
Call DATELINE toll· free: 800-451·3245,
11128
BONNIE RAITT will appear in concert at Popejoy
Hall on November 20, Due to the tremendous
pop11iar response to this ASUNM/PEC presentation, a .~econd show has been added. Dormie. Raitt
-November .20- 7:30p.m. and 10 p.m. Tockets
avnlluble at all Tieketmnster locations.
I l/18
SUNLAND ALllUQUERQUE MAGAZINE seeks
human interest stories; fiction, poetry, art wqrk,
photographs concerning history, cullyres, present
lifcsty(es
Sottthwest. Contact Henry Woodall,
Z6S·8170 or Knthy Thompso~. 821·4171. Mailing
address: 1816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N,M,
87112.
12/2
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Makers 6~ Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

T1'111\0I caah In advancl'.
D•adllnl', 12 noon for n••l da!l'• pap111r ffiruron Hall rm, lOS

E
11.1

.g

Covered
..,.,ago.n .

(no refunds If canceled before 5 lnaettlona) •
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PERSONALS

or

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELf/In the Pence Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
fs
LOST: male Malamute/collie. Answers to Kilo. 247·
3116. Wht., brn., blk, Reward.
11/17
LOST: female puppy; beige while chest, white tip tall.
Lost Friday, 11/1 L Reward. 247·2848.
ll/ll
FOUND: small black male dog, curly haired, Call
265-4061, mornings best,
11/21
REWARD FOR RETURN or oransc windbreaker
left in library, Monday, 11/14. Jeff, 294·3453.11/21
LOST: Mole Alaskan Malamute Black & White.
Carlisle& Indian School. 266-7142. REWARD.
11/23

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholustfc, Charts& tables. 345·2125.
12/2
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 295·8564.
fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,277-5907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, script~. flrnucnglass Associates,
344·8344.
ll/1 8

D1?W

.,.,n

HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568
Sl NCE I I
192B Y

TYPING, lsi <tuality, 883-7787.
tfo TEAC40!0S reel/reel. Excellent condition. 255-3122.
=e:-:x'='PE~R:-:T:::-T=Y~P::':I~N:::O:"".:::-Rc-·a'-so-n-ab;-;1-er-a::-::tc-=-s.-:::26;;6:-:-3;;;9;:53;-.I I/23
11/18 1973 MAZDA 2-door coupe. Excellent condition;
just had new brake~, A/C, AM-FM easse~te stereo,
VOLVO REPAIR; also some parts. Reasonable,
power antenna & rear window de-fogger, Asking
guaranteed, Ml~c. 247-9083 eves,
tl/18
below blue book, $1350,00 or best offer. 294-3177,
RELIABLE TYPIN0.60c per page. 881-7546, 12/2
11/23
KlNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IDM Selectric), and DODGE VAN, 318 v~s AUtomatic, radio & heater.
of course, copies, 268-8515,
12/1
$1,000 or best offer, 293-5942
11/23
THE TYPE SHOP, 102 Richmond SE. 266-5035, EMBELLISH YOUR LOBES with earrings by Julian
Expert typing. Notary,
11/18
at a price you can afford; on the UNM Mall, Il-l
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method,
p.m. weekdays;
tl/23
Beginners welcome. 266·9291.
11/23,..,..

4.

6.

HOUSING

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid, City bus service down
Central available. Apartment includes modern
kitclten. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises. 12901 Central NE. ;\99-043~.
12/2
2 13!,0CKS TO UNM. I bedroom, $115.00; utilities
paid. Valley Rentals, 2£J2-I75r. $30,00 fee. 11/23
I BEDROOM. Wnlk to UNM, Fireplace, all utilities
inc., $155.00, Valley Rentals, 262·1751, $30.00 fee.
I J/23
BIKE TO CLASS. NE I bedroom, semi-furnished,
$115.00. No lease. Valley Rentals, 262·175 1, $30,00
fee.
11123
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 bedroom apt. near
UNM. $85.00/rnonth, Patricia DiVasto, 243·4088.
11/21
ONE DL.OCK TO UNM. Deluxe I bedroom, twin or
double beds. $185.00. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268.0525.
12/1
QUIET ONE DEDIWOM, Minutes to UNM. Fenced
·yard, $120.00; part utilities paid, Valley Rentals,
262·175 t. $30,00 fcc,
l I/23
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243.2881.
11/17

5.

FORSALE

MAXELL UD C-90 cassettes, $3,00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. Firefly,
Dox 7583,87104.256-1495.
1212
20 USED POI!TAULE TV's, $30.00 to $60.00, 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987,
1/27
HARRIS TWEED sport coats; highest quality wool,
from $50.00 plus. Silks, beads, leathers, imported
clothing, Freed Co., 415 Central Ave,, NW, Alba·
querquc, N.M.
11/21
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR, Never
used, $250.00 for both. Caii265·4B36.
11/30
1969 llMW 2002. Runs good, good &as mileage, 4spccd, 4 cylinder. $1,495,00. 242·2130.
I 1121
SUPER FIAT X 119 197(,, New condition throughout. Call Murk aftcr6. p.m. 266·2527.
11/21
1974 R7.1/6 DMW MOTORCYCLE. Excellent, under
wholesale. Rock, 298-0078.
11/22
DONNIE RAITT will appear in concert ot Popejoy
Hall on November 20. Due to the tremendous
popular rc~ponse to this ASUNM/PEC presenta·
tion, a second show hns been added. Donnie Raitt
-November 20 -7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. Tickets
11/18
available nl all Tlckcunastcr locations.
SOFA FOR SALE, $20,00. C'all266-7308.
11/22
Nt:w ARitiVAI.S. Tnp quality vests; reg. price
$15.00, nnw on))· 53.95 - whllc Jhey lost at
Cnllfnrnlu Fnshl11n Outlet, 2318 Central St: aer0'-1
from (Ornpu.<. 266-6812.
l 1/23

butterfif!ld
.

• •

TRAVEL

'niUMD TIRED? Advertising for u ride In the
LOIIO's Travel section Is bellcr tlmn your cord·
board placard. 277·5656
11/18

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WEAVE your own X·rnas gifls- quick, Inexpensive.
unu!ual, two December workshops- the Weaver's
Studio, 205 Stnnford SE, 265·9100.
ll/23
STAFF MEETING ofUNM Literary/ Arts magazine:
MitchcllllO; Thursday, Nov. 17,8 p,m,
ll/17
FREE KITTENS. 821-6672 nflerS p.m.
ll/23

9.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD will
meet toady, Thursday Nov. 17th, 3:30 p.m. in
Marron Hall, Rm. 104.
11117

.Parking

(contlnuel1-lrom page 5)

and visitors at BCMC would pay 50
cents a day.
Dr. Scott Obernshain, as~istant
0 dean for undergraduate medicine,
zm said at the hearing that charging
patients and visitors to park would
0
keep people away from BCMC.
r+
:T
"Whether we want to admit it or
Cll
0 not, the health-care business is
rcompetitive;" Obernshain said.
0
m Other hospitals in town don't
~ charge for parking, he added.
....0 Obernshain said fees earned by
medical school faculty teaching at
g BCMC
go into a furtd which is a
rr- "significant component" of the
-< medical school's budget!'
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Clear Up Your Future In The
2-Year AFROTC Program.

What's up afler college?- That question Is enough to get a lot of young peo~le down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, too. But their Immediate future (and
longer If they choose) Is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a good job
· • ·Travel. Graduale level education. Promotions. Financial security. And really, lots more.
If you have two academic years remaining, there's a great 2-year AFROTC program still
available to you. Look Into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised, And pJeasan·
tly rewarded.
''Last year I responded to an ad similar to this because 1tee/ as long as we are going to have
a m/fltary service the nature of their work demands the best people managing our natural
resources. I also feljl, along with resources, they should have the best opportunities
associated with their career, I want to get Into an Important profess/on after 1graduate with
the best opportunities. Today I am more convinced of the Importance of the Air Force Of·
/leer PJOfesslon and of the opportunities available to me, Right now 1am drawing a scholar·
ship which pays all my tu/1/on and class lees, books, lab fees and an additional $100.00 a
month/In addition, I am employed at Kirtland AFB In a professional part·tfme jab with good
pay while already putting· my college courses to work. The real payoff Is having a guaranteed job when I graduate starting at approximately $14,000 salary plus a career which 1
might want rather than become a civilian pilot, with my pay a/approximately $20,000 at that
time. I would like to tell you more and so would any of the stalf at the UNM Aerospace
Studies Department. They are standing by at 1901 Las Lomas, telephone 27714602 to assiBt
you like they helped me" .. • Keith Merrifield,

Put it all together i_n Air F....... ...

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLI

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS
1 Lifting
device
6 Skin disease
10 Greek letter
14 Pass along
a message
15 Kind of
spring
16 Ancient
Jewish
month
17 ''What's in -

41 Misrepresent
42 Traps
44 Seashores
45 Saltcovered
plains
47 Ruminant
animal
48 Variegated
chalcedony
49 Bird
50 Compel to
go
54 Metallic element
57 Flower leaf
58 Metal
59 Formerly
60 Part of
Hispaniola
61 Arrow
62 Dollar bills
63 Rims
DOWN
1 Crustacean
2 Gambling
center
3 Actor---Bates
4 Unidentified
5 Seeing
faculty
6 Has pangs
7 Paint layer
80
9 Dwarf
10 Act properly
11 Rudtments

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
r?:"''":"T.,..,-;"'1

12 Bulrushes
13 Divide by lot
19 Temporary
money
21 Small piece
24 Employ
25 Shipyard
units
26 "I cannot
tell- --·•
27 Thief's gal
28 Instrument
29 Ottawa or
D.C. VIP
30 ---- lscariot
32 Grows
bored
34 Entrance
35 The birds
and the---37 Bird
38 Oaf: Slang

40 Netherworld
kingdom
41 Fur scarf
43 Floating
44 Milk source
45 Flavorsome
46 Gr. assembly
47 Sports
49 II---~:
Mussolini
51 Eat like52 Dilatory
53 Yale studes
55 Sault St.
Marie: Informal
56 Swiss river
57 Haggard title
3

c

c..

· ~/ ~5 ;
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8:88a,m.-5:00p.m.

18 Oyster on
the-------20 ----china
Dr. Carney said thal the parking
21 Gamble
22 Engraved
system's .only income is from fees,
stone
and that people who park free do so
23 San--at the expense of permit-buyers.
Obispo
Carney said BCMC and UNM
25 Crop
27 Annoy
representatives would have to meet
30 Formal for
and discuss the problem.
Julie
Asked if there would be more
31 Corpulent
open hearings, Carney said, "I sus- - 32 Plant
pect we'll try one more."
33 Garment
Hooker attributed the limited
flap
36 Unhewn
attendance at the hearing to
timbers
"general apathy." He said the next
37 Move
hearing might be scheduled for later
laterally
in the evening.
381nvented
39 Haw. garA decision on when the next
rand
hearing will be held is expected "in
40 Israeli
the next day or two,'' Carney said.
dances

m
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Christmas

EMPLOYMENT

Work In the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 233. 277-5907,
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours nexible. Call S.l.A., 242-5261.
1212
ADDRESSERS WANTED imrnediatelyl Work at
home - no experience necessary -excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
269,Dnllas,TX75231,
ll/16
CHELSEA ST{IEET PUB DEATS .the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2,65/hr. Waiter&
wnitrcss openings available, super pay- ~uper tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full
time, day or night shifts.
12/1
TEMPORARY PART TIME cmploymcllt: Stay·ln·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math .aides, piJysical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2.30/hr. $4,28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
1212
MARRIED STUDENT to Jive at motel as nile
manager in exchange for apt, Frontier Lodge, 6300
Central SE, 256-3576,
11/17
WAITRESS WANTED; good tips. Must be 21 or
older. Apply at Pizza Hut, 1020 Juan TaboNE.
ll/18
'PART TIME stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate students only. Apply In person. Save-way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas Dlvd. NE; SS 16 Mcnual
Blvd. NE.
12/2

7.

Lasttwodays

WILD ROSE
Pre-Thanksgiving Sale

•
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15% off reg. priced merchandise w/ student 1.0.

z
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I• i) buttf!rlif!lii
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE
-

je1t:elers(Jfj, 1
IN CARDINAL PLAZA ~'
2411 SAN PEDRO NE

.

\

• Natural fiber clothing •
• Danskins
·
•
• Bitkenstock Sandles •
and Clogs
•
• ·Cotton Lollipops
•

Karavan
India lmports
Department of Peace

Kandahar
Good goods

J_
29i6 Central SE

266-9946
Offer good Nov.l7,18,19

11-6 pm Mon-Sat

